
  

 

From Johannesburg and Pretoria    

Arrive to Johannesburg OR Tambo International Airport (JNB). There are many 

airlines that have daily flights to Johannesburg from Europe and the US.)   

There are daily flights directly from JNB to Hoedspruit and Phalaborwa. Both these 

arrival points are recommended. Car rentals are also offered at both airports. From 

there you drive the 1,5 hour to the Sangasava Lodge, directions below.    

Rental cars can also be picked up at the JNB airport. It is a 6-7h drive to the farm 

from Johannesburg or Pretoria. South Africa drives on the left side of the road.   

There is also a daily bus service from JNB to Hoedspruit, departing in the morning 

after the arrival of the main European flight carriers’ daily arrivals.   

Whichever you route you take, you will need to stop in any of these towns for the 

supplies for the stay. All major credit cards are accepted at all shops. Banks with 

Automatic Teller Machines (ATM) are also available to draw cash in the local 

currency (ZAR), South African Rands.   

  

From Hoedspruit    

Travel north on the R40. Turn right onto a dirt road signposted Parsons 155KT which 

is approximately 32km from Hoedspruit and approximately 700m after the Tzaneen 

R526 (R71) turn-off. Follow the main graded dirt road for approximately 14km.   

From Phalaborwa    

Travel south on the R530. Turn left onto a dirt road signposted Parsons 155KT which 

is approximately 35km from Phalaborwa and approximately 700m before the 

Tzaneen R526 (R71) turn-off. Follow the main graded dirt road for approximately 

14 km.   



From Tzaneen    

Travel east on the R71 to Gravelotte. The R71 continues left here, but you must 

continue straight on and you will find yourself on the R526/R40. Turn left at a T-

junction approximately 35km from Gravelotte. Turn right approximately 700m from 

the Tzaneen R526 (R71) turn-off, onto a dirt road sign-posted Parsons 155KT. 

Follow the main graded dirt road for approximately 14km.    

   

From Cape    

Town Fly to Johannesburg International Airport (2h) and follow the above guidance. 

• N.B. The road into the game reserve is a dirt road with a bumpy ride. It is therefore 

recommended that you not take the smallest size cars for rentals, a low end SUV 

with normal 2-wheel drive but better clearance to the ground is a cost-effective 

alternative; also good for game viewing tours. An example would be an Intermediate 

SUV such as Hyundai IX35, Toyota RAV, or similar. Insurance against window 

screen and tire damages etc. recommended.   

Please Note Gate entrance fee is currently R150.00 Motor Vehicles  

 

& LDV’s less than 1,000Kg, payable at the gate.   

 

The gate opens at 05:00, closes at 19:30   

  


